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Objectives of City to Sea’s Unflushables Campaign 

1. Embark on new communication and behavioural change strategies to reduce the number of people (adults, teens and children) flushing 
wipes and menstrual products. 

2. Escalate the flushing and plastic pollution debate with retailers and manufacturers so they consider this issue under their CSR/sustainability 
remits. 

3. Lobby retailers, manufacturers, trade organisations for better ‘do not flush’ labelling on all menstrual products and personal care products.  

4. Encourage retailers, manufacturers, trade organisations to take action for them to educate their consumers on correct menstrual  waste 
disposal. 

5. Campaign for consumers to add their voice to the debate and buy plastic free alternatives while also pledging to commit to the ‘3ps’ 
behaviour. 

6. Work with 3rd party influencers to encourage change. 

Conclusions 

Throughout 2017, City to Sea has been working with UK Water Companies via the 21st Century Drainage Programme to deliver a National 
Campaign to Reduce the Number of Wipes and Sanitary Waste Flushed. We’ve delivered on time and to budget whilst exceeding our outreach 
targets by 1200%. 

Executive Summary 
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City to Sea is a non-profit organisation running campaigns to prevent marine plastic pollution at source. By engaging individuals, working with retailers 
and lobbying manufacturers and government we're reversing the trend for disposable items in order to safeguard our seas for the future. Flushed 
plastics make up around 7% of beach litter in the UK [1], and that figure keeps on climbing each year.  

Here at City to Sea we’re helping to reverse that trend by creating content and campaigns that nudge people to only flush the #3Ps, inspire people to 
switch to reusable menstrual products and ensure pressure is put on manufacturers where needed to meet Water Industry Specifications. 

Financial benefits: reduced costs of avoidable sewer and pump blockages, flooding and pollution incidents, costs to landfill, reduced ODI fines 
–totalling £50 million+ cost reduction p.a. 

Political: demonstrating water companies’ commitment to action under the microbeads/microplastics ban consultation. 

Environmental: reduced risk of plastics fibres from flushed plastics (cotton buds, sanitary waste and wipes) entering sludge, river and marine 
environments and human food chain.  
 
Reputational: Water companies’ reputational enhancement as a result of supporting an environmental campaign to reduce marine/river litter 
and plastic pollution.  

Action: Unbiased method of facilitating consumer power and encouraging customers to connect their flushing actions to the impacts on the 
receiving environments. 
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Here in the UK, millions of people are flushing single-use plastic down the toilet in the form of wipes, menstrual products and other 
bathroom products like cotton buds and tooth-flossers. With a growing population and growth in the number of products likely to be 
flushed, we are witnessing an increasing threat to the sewerage network.   

This increasing inappropriate disposal leads to blockages in the sewerage system which can in turn lead to the flooding of homes and 
polluting water courses and the local environment. 

A network that is designed to protect public heath is becoming just another bin. This worrying trend needs to stop - and it's easy for 
everyone to change their flushing behaviour..

2. Introduction

£88 million per year spent by UK water companies on sewer blockages

366,000 sewer blockages per year

80% are avoidable, caused by people flushing items & fats etc

20% unavoidable, caused by tree roots, heavy rain defects in pipes etc

Of course it’s not just blockages, but when permitted sewage overflows occur due to heavy 
rainfall items - commonly plastic - end up in our rivers, beaches and in the ocean.
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Our research, combined with the Project Steering Group's (PSG) previous DNF campaign findings, shows that the primary reason people 
are flushing wipes, menstrual items, etc is lack of awareness. The PSG's ultimate, unified wish is for more people to stop flushing anything 
other than the 3Ps down the loo. Our remit for this campaign, therefore, was to continue to land the 3Ps message with as wide an audience 
as possible, and help more people understand why they should stop flushing wipes and sanitary products. 

Bringing a fresh perspective for media  

Able to engage with new audience 

Working with young people - educate message before flushing becomes habit  

Reaching females who are engaged with green and ocean issues who are … 

Often still flushers, active and ready for change 

Engaging a large network of campaigners and influencers 

Communicating with a large mailing list 

The main cause of sewer blockages, sewer flooding incidents and pollution incidents is as a result of unflushables in the sewer network. Furthermore, 
Marine Plastic Pollution is a topical, shareable and shocking subject. As experts in this field, we were able to use our platform and partnerships to 
convey a fresh 'why' – because flushed plastic contributes to the pollution of our rivers and seas, harms wildlife and ends up back in our food chain. 
Though our platform we are:
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Through our campaigning platform City to Sea was contracted to deliver a 12 month campaign with our stakeholders targeting public (consumers), 
retailers and manufacturers and influence policy change. There were two threads to the campaign – 

1) wipes  

2) disposable menstrual products, these followed the same process of:

3. Methodology

Phase 1 - Agree focus area with stakeholders (e.g. labelling/pledges/product design) Devise campaign strategy & deliverables. 

Phase 2 - Initiate campaign: films, consumer petition, lobbying retailers and/or manufacturers, TV/Press, competitions, events.  

An initial eight 'engagement activities' (x4 wipes, x4 menstrual items) will be agreed on based on Phase 1 research. 

Phase 3 - Project Report & Workshop.
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#dontbelievethewipe / #3Ps 
As set out in the project resumé, and detailed in 'Campaign Strategy Document 1', our campaign would deliver a minimum of four engagement 
activities designed to reach specific audiences who've been identified as those responsible for flushing 'the dirty dozen'.   

Through consumer-focused films, press and social media images, the campaign goal was to inform, inspire and involve in excess of 100,000 people 
with the 3Ps message and bring about lasting change by asking manufacturers to take responsibility for the waste they are creating.

City to Sea’s upbeat and to-the-point videos  
are social media sensations.  

Nobody would flush plastic bags down the loo,  
so why feminine care products?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lsJjUzN_12o&feature=youtu.be


Periods: The Facts – An Unbiased Education for Female Teens  

A schools-based campaign to empower young women to make positive and informed 
menstruation choices. The objective was to raise awareness of flushing, the environmental impact 
of traditional products, and of their alternatives.  

Currently schools are not required to educate about periods, and a third of girls are not told 
about periods by their parents. 

As part of the education programme, Period Power will take students on a journey through the drainage systems and explain how and why sanitary items 
can get into our waterways and seas, through blockages and in heavy storms through permitted CSO’s (storm outlets). This highlights the impacts locally 
for students. It will look at landfill from water treatment centres to highlight waste to landfill. Following this, it will highlight issues with the chemicals used 
in most sanitary products and the effects it has on fishery stocks and the water itself. 

By September 2019 regulations are coming into effect requiring PSHE (Personal, Social, Health and Economic education) to be taught in all schools in 
England. In Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland this PSE or Health and Wellbeing education is also either compulsory or recommended. Schools will 
have flexibility over how they develop these subjects. This presents a fantastic opportunity to reach girls, who may have otherwise had no (or biased – 
Proctor & Gamble schools programme for example) education with regards to their periods and correct sanitary disposal.
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This will show them how their actions affect environments which are familiar to them, as well as ones that aren’t. The targeted age groups have 
a heightened sense of environmental responsibility, and this helps to remind them of why it is important to know their options.  

The new messaging and topics raised in the lessons intersect at a key time when students often learn flushing habits of menstrual products 
from parents or guardians. Instead students themselves are learning the importance of DO NOT  FLUSH which is often fed back to family 
members! 

As part of Periods: The Facts we will also be engaging with Proctor & Gamble (Always/Tampax) and Li-Lets and the NHS to help them adopt 
greater emphasis on DNF in their educational programmes.  

We ran both campaigns simultaneously.  
#dontbelievethewipe served to leverage the current interest in marine plastic pollution to land the 3Ps message to a new and engaged audience.  

Periods: The Facts is forming the 'Do Not Flush' educational platform for a 'hard to reach' audience and provide the long-term, sustainable 
impact of less disposable menstrual products being flushed. 
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4. Results

Our campaign was delivered on time and to budget whilst exceeding our outreach targets by 1200%. 
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4. Results
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TOTAL FILM VIEWS TOTAL 
SCHOOLS

TOTAL PUPILS TOTAL OMB 
VIEWS

ADDITIONAL 
ENGAGEMENTS IN 

PERSON  

TOTAL #3Ps 
REACH  

TOTAL REACH

3,351,843 22 6,000 125,000 7,000 3,000,000 7,800,500

Since the launch of our first engagement activity in June 2017 we've reached almost eight million people, with three million of those receiving 
the #3Ps message, via playful, punchy, timely and accessible pieces of digital content. Our most responsive audience has been females aged 
30-45.  

Our schools pilot is being rolled out across 22 schools and has reached over 6000 young people. 



Engagement activity 1  

Milestone: D  Date: 8th June 2017 

Type: Film  

Title: Don’t Believe The Wipe

PLATFORM TARGET ACTUAL

REACH VIEWS REACTIONS  
& COMMENTS SHARES / RTs

Facebook 45,000 895,652 429,479 10,702 9523

 
You Tube 10,000 12,690

Twitter n/a 35,765 5811 123 172
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0UwE6eUU8Lw


Engagement activity 3  

Milestone: F  Date: 24th July 2017 

Type: Film  

Title: Plastic-Free Periods? 

PLATFORM TARGET ACTUAL

REACH VIEWS REACTIONS  
& COMMENTS SHARES / RTs

Facebook 45,000 298,0749 2,724,021 43,926 18,796

 
You Tube 10,000 10,725

Twitter n/a 32,651 7,866 183 200
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Engagement activity 3  

Milestone: E Date: Jun 17 - Feb 18 Type: Schools Pilot 

Title: Periods - The Facts

Initial Focus Group: 24 young people from 11-14 years old 

Lessons suitable for Key Stage 2-5, with two lessons for Key Stage 2: 

•       Menstruation and Me 

•       Menstrual Products 

The four lessons for Key Stages 3-5 cover: 

•       A recap of menstruation and products 

•       The environmental impacts of products 

•       Myths, taboos and celebrations 

•       Period poverty

The schools also receive a box of reusable and disposable products for pupils to experience in the classroom, plus a leaflet on products and disposal 
options to take home. This leaflet will also be emailed to parents by teachers. 
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Schools Reached: 
•       22 Schools including a Catholic all-girls School and one all-boys school 

•       Teachers plan to trial lessons from Yrs 5-13 in tutor groups, PSHE and Health & Social Care lessons 

•       1 team of school nurses and 1 Youth Service team will be utilising the boxes and lesson plans in small groups.  

•       26 Boxes in total  

•       Leaflets sent for circa 6000 pupils to take home



Periods: The Facts. Why Did We Focus on Menstruation Education?  

The average menstruator will spend about 3,500 days having a period, which equates to 11,000-15,000 disposable products. (AMPHA) The majority 
of menstruators (59%) dispose of products in the bin, however those that flush down the loo cause issues down the chain. (Anglian Water) 

80% of sewer flooding incidents are caused by blocked sewers- caused by people flushing tampons, applicators, pads, wipes or pouring  fats, oils 
and grease down the sink which causes damage to houses as well as river and sea pollution. (Anglian Water). 

These are caused by: 
• period shame 
• disgust at blood and menstrual products / hygiene reasons 
• lack of awareness 
• toilet being seen as the second bin.  

“I’ve got a young child and I wouldn’t want him finding something like that in the bin” (Falp & le Masurier, 3.9, 2008) 

In order to address this shame the discourse around periods needs to change, and one of the easiest places to start is at school.  
Product companies have recognised the power of giving free products in schools since the 1930’s as creating brand allegiance so this is a key point 
to update education and change the way periods are talked about. 

Furthermore, changing this would be beneficial to pupils and of interest to schools because:  

o Almost half are embarrassed by their periods 
o Less than a quarter (24%) feel comfortable discussing their period with their male friends 
o Under a third (29%) feel comfortable discussing their period with their fathers 
o Four fifths (82 per cent) admitted they have hidden or concealed their menstrual products 
o Almost three quarters (71%) admitted that they have felt embarrassed buying menstrual products 

PLAN UK  Survey of 1000 menstruators from 14-21 yrs old  (Nov 2017) 
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From our ‘Periods. The Facts.’ leaflet.



Periods: The Facts. How did we approach it?  

We provided a comprehensive range of lesson plans covering all of the aspects of menstrual education from biology, environment, taboos and period 
poverty for KS2-KS5 and invited schools in the Anglian Water region to join the pilot: 

• 152 school PSHE leads emailed and mailed 
• 2 schools hosted training sessions 
• Pitched at a PSHE teachers meeting in Colchester 
• Referral email sent through Healthy Schools Colchester 
• Sent out a ‘Show and Tell’ box of an unbiased range of disposable and reusable menstrual products for pupils to touch and ask questions about 
• Sent out leaflets for each pupil to have and parents to receive  via email 
• Awaiting feedback from pupils and teachers after each lesson and for parents via the leaflet email 
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The pilot is just underway currently so it is too early to give full conclusions. However from the teacher training sessions and feedback, these things can 
be understood: 

1. PSHE teachers are very busy and cover a huge range of lessons so providing everything they need makes the resources more attractive.  
2. The problem of plastics is a current topic in schools 
3. The resources and topics were relevant for wider applications than just PSHE- so the reach can be even wider e.g. Health and social care lessons, 

school nurses, the Youth Service.  
4. Teachers (female and male alike) really enjoyed learning about the reusable options and asked relevant questions  
5. Biology aspects are taught at fixed times through the year e.g. Yr 5 & 6 at end of summer term after SATS before secondary school, Yr 7 start of 

new term,  
6. Schools value ‘experts’ going in to help them with delivering lessons but have limited budgets these days
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Periods: The Facts. What did we learn? 

“These resources are perfect- I have my whole terms lessons planned out now as these include 
everything. They provide me with current up-do-date thinking that I can include in PSHE lessons and 

tutorials. Our school is looking forward to using the box and lessons for years 7-8 as well as years 12-13 
Health and Social Care”

“Plan International UK is calling for the new Relationships and Sex Education  curriculum – currently under 
consultation and due to be rolled out in September 2019 – to incorporate lessons which teach girls and boys, 
together, about the physical, personal and social aspects of menstruation”  
(Nov 2017)

From our ‘Periods. The Facts.’ leaflet.



In considering the nationwide rollout, these things need to be considered around having maximum impact and making the resources as 
desirable as possible for teachers to use: 

Boxes: 
• How branded- Water UK or individual water companies? 
• How distributed- centrally or regionally?  
• How stocked- important to remain unbiased with a range of products from different organisations? 

Lesson plans: 

• PSHE Association ‘quality mark’ for wider reach and authority? 
• Where located? Central website so organic take-up as well as targeted communications? 
• Uploaded on to other places such as TES (where teachers look?) 

Outreach 
• Nationally co-ordinated engagement campaign- letters and emails? 
• Local ambassadors to train teachers and go into lessons if required? This could potentially be integrated with local ambassador/

regional co-ordinator roles for Refill.  
• Other local charities e.g. WEN are also offering outreach in this area 

Who leads? 
• City to Sea as a non-profit can get preferential rates for menstrual product resources and can network with other non-profit 

organisations and schools 
• Water companies can share through their education departments? 
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Periods: The Facts. What are the benefits and how can we continue? 



DISPOSABLE PAD ORGANIC 
DISPOSABLE PAD

    

REUSABLE PAD PANTS

MATERIALS
(see below for more 

information)

• Plastic
• Synthetic materials

• Organic cotton
• Bioplastics
• Wood pulp

• Cotton & synthetic 
fabrics

• Synthetic

EASY TO USE Yes Yes Yes Yes

HOW TO WEAR Stick the adhesive strips 
to underwear

Stick the adhesive strips 
to underwear

The wings have 
poppers that 

fit around underwear

They replace 
underwear

THICKNESS/FLOW Various thicknesses/ 
suitable for different flow

Various thicknesses/ 
suitable for different flow

Various thicknesses/ 
suitable for different flow

Hold between 1-4  regular 
tampons of blood 

COSTS
(guidance only)

23p-£3
depends on packet size 

and if branded

£2-£5 depending 
on pack size

£4-£6 or you can also make 
your own for a few pounds

£10-£25 
Initial high cost but saves 

money over the years

HOW MANY TIMES 
CAN I WEAR IT?

Once Once 100s, 
wash after every use

100s, 
wash after every use

WHERE TO BUY Supermarkets, chemists, 
online shops, machine in 

public toilets

Chemists and online shops Online shops,
or make your own 

(instructions online) 

Online shops

WHAT TO DO 
AFTER USE

Fold and dispose of in the 
bin. Never flush

Fold and dispose of in the 
bin or home compost. 

Never flush

Wash and reuse.
Put in a wet bag if

changed away from home

Wash and reuse.
Put in a wet bag if

changed away from home
     

         PLASTIC & SYNTHETIC MATERIALS & FABRICS
• Derived from oil and plastic bases which can be made into a range of 

         waterproof, thin and hard-wearing fabrics and materials

• Chemicals are required to make materials

• Cheap to produce so generally cheaper to buy

         PLANT-BASED FABRIC & BIOPLASTICS
• Derived from plant and wood crops

• Often chemical free although natural materials like cotton are 

         processed with chemicals unless organic

         NON-ORGANIC COTTON 
• Cheaper to produce 

• Cotton production uses more pesticides & insecticides than any

         other single crop each year (this is for all cotton products, not just

         menstrual products) 
1

• Workers health is affected by the chemicals

• Farmers face uncertain prices for crops

         ORGANIC COTTON 
• More expensive to produce

• Organic cotton grown without chemical pesticides & fertilisers so 

better for the soil, water, air and workers

• Reduces water usage and improves water quality

• Organic certification stipulates worker’s rights & factory conditions
• Increases the income of smallholder farmers

         MEDICAL GRADE SILICONE 
• Made from quartz and sandstone

• Tested and approved for use inside the body, including implants, 

         medical devices and menstrual cups

         LATEX
• Produced from the sap collected from rubber trees

• Some people may be allergic to latex

NON-APPLICATOR 
TAMPONS

APPLICATOR TAMPONS ORGANIC TAMPONS MENSTRUAL CUPS

MATERIALS
(see table over)

• Bleached cotton or 

viscose with a thin 

cover of polyester 

• Plastic wrappers

• Bleached cotton or 

viscose

• Plastic  or paper

• Organic unbleached 

cotton

• Bioplastic wrappers  
• Cardboard applicator

• Medical grade 

        silicon or latex

• TPE-plastic 

        (Not recommended)

EASY TO USE Requires more 

practice than 

applicator tampons

Applicator helps 

with insertion

Applicator helps 

with insertion

Requires some practice

HOW TO WEAR Worn internally Worn internally Worn internally Worn internally

THICKNESS/FLOW Various sizes/suitable for 

different flow
Various sizes/suitable for 

different flow
Various sizes/suitable for 

different flow
One cup suitable

 for all flows

COSTS
(guidance only)

75p-£3.50 a pack 

depending on quantity

89p-£3.50 a pack 

depending on quantity

£2.80-£3.50 pack 

depending on quantity

£15-25 each

HOW MANY TIMES 
CAN I WEAR IT?

Once Once Once 100s,  

it will last up to 10 years 

WHERE TO BUY Supermarkets, chemists, 

online shops, machine in 

public toilets

Supermarkets, chemists, 

online shops, machine in 

public toilets

Online shops,

chemists, 

health food shops,

some supermarkets

Online shops,

some chemists, 

health food shops,

some supermarkets

WHAT TO DO 
AFTER USE

Wrap in toilet paper and 

dispose of in a bin. 

Never flush

Wrap in toilet paper and 

dispose in the bin. 

Never flush tampons 
or applicators

Wrap in toilet paper and 

dispose in the bin or 

home compost. 

Never flush

Rinse or wipe after 

emptying. Sterilise with 

boiling water after 

each cycle
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Engagement activity 4  

Milestone: F  Date: 6th November 2017 

Type: Schools Educational Film 

Title: Periods - The Facts
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PUVp8XpMf5k


Engagement activity 5  

Milestone: H  Date: 18th September 2017 

Type: Film  

Title: Dirty Flushing

PLATFORM TARGET ACTUAL

REACH VIEWS REACTIONS  
& COMMENTS SHARES / RTs

Facebook 45,000 895,652 66,322 10,702 9523

 
You Tube 10,000 11,481

Twitter n/a 35,765 5811 123 172
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Engagement activity 6  

Milestone: I  Date: 24th November 2017 

Type: Influencers   

Title: Laura Tott, Cici Coleman, Precious Stars 

PLATFORM TARGET ACTUAL

Influencer Followers Likes / views comments

Instagram 74,000 
followers

Laura Tott 69,200 2,223 21

 
Instagram 75,000 

followers
Ci Ci Coleman 69,200 1,379 10

You Tube n/a Precious Stars Pads 118,753 4,700 251
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Engagement activity 7  

Milestone: J  Date: 19th November 2017 

Type: Film for World Toilet Day 

Title: Plastic Pollution From Toilets? 

PLATFORM TARGET ACTUAL

REACH VIEWS REACTIONS  
& COMMENTS SHARES / RTs

Facebook 45,000 163267 56,597 1613 1249

 
You Tube 10,000 12,237

Twitter n/a 12635 2592 87 109
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Engagement activity 8 

Milestone: K  Date: 19 December 2017 

Type: TEDx Bristol - Film / Talk 

Title: Why Plastic Pollution Is Personal

PLATFORM TARGET ACTUAL

REACH VIEWS REACTIONS  
& COMMENTS SHARES / RTs

Facebook

 
You Tube 10,042

Twitter 10,998 n/a 36
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Film Release 
date Reach Reactions Views Shares Comments Top Audience 

Women % Men % Age group
Don't Believe the 
Wipe 07/06/2017 895,652 10,702 429,479 9,523 2142 64 34 33 - 44
Plastic-Free 
Periods? 24/07/2017 2,980,749 43,926 2,724,021 18,796 10833 85 14 25 - 34

Dirty Flushing 19/09/2017 150,467 1271 66,322 631 221 75 22 35 - 44

Plastic Pollution 
from Toilets? 16/11/2017 163,267 1,613 56,597 1,249 145 67 31 35 - 44

TOTAL 4,190,135 46,810 3,276,419 30,199 13341
average 
72.75%

average 
25.25%

average  
33 - 44 yrs

FACEBOOK

Summary of video viewing figures by platform (page 1 of 2) 
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Film Release Date Impressions Views Retweets Likes

Don't Believe the Wipe 07/06/2017 36,210 6,387 172 123

Plastic-Free Periods? 24/07/2017 32,651 7,914 200 183

Dirty Flushing 19/09/2017 10,411 2,217 45 61

Plastic Pollution from Toilets? 16/11/2017 12,635 3,321 109 87

TEDx 19/12/2017 10,998 n/a 117 320

TOTAL 102,905 18,486 526 454

Twitter

Film Release  Date Views
Don't Believe the Wipe 07/06/2017 12,690

Plastic-Free Periods? 24/07/2017 10,725

Dirty Flushing 19/09/2017 11,481

Plastic Pollution from Toilets? 16/11/2017 12,000

TEDx 19/12/2017 10,042

TOTAL 56,938

YouTube

Summary of video viewing figures by platform (page 2 of 2) 
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Steppes Travel - presentation 

Royal Geographic Society - presentation 

Festival of Nature - film screenings 

Shextreme - panel discussion 

Bath Spa University - presentation 

UWE - film screenings 

Seed Festival -presentation 

Fieldview Festival - full display and engagement  

Greenpeace scientific research trip 

Transition Clevedon 

We The Curious - large outdoor screenings 

Wildscreen - large outdoor screenings

7,000 + PEOPLE 
DIRECT  

FACE TO FACE 
ADDITIONAL 

ENGAGEMENT!

Additional Engagement Activities 
All of the following public engagement activities we arranged, delivered and shared  on social media were in addition to the 

commissioned work. 

Engaging audiences first hand with the concept and messaging of Unflushables and #3Ps.
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“City to Sea’s upbeat and to-the-point videos  
are social media sensations.  

Nobody would flush plastic bags down the loo,  
so why feminine care products?”

 Media Reach
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One Minute Briefs

City to Sea worked with designers on the One Minute Brief platform.  

Freelance graphic designers from around the UK spent their lunch breaks creating some shareable 

content on the theme of Unflushables; bringing the #3Ps to life with unique  contemporary, funny and 

edgy designs. Reaching over 105,000 social media users. 

PLATFORM TARGET ACTUAL

REACH REACTIONS  
& COMMENTS

SHARES / RTs

Facebook n/a 42,513 616 231

 

Twitter n/a 82,530 297 219
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Common attitudes and behaviours of people that we know about around flushing and environmental concerns [2]: 

TGI analysis of wipes and san-pro consumers identified two key groups:  
mums aged 25-34 with babies and toddlers  
mums aged 35-45 with teenage daughters  
engaged through 6 focus groups and 1-1 interviews with teenage girls and mums 

Levels of concern depend on: 

Responsibility 
Home-owners far more concerned than renters  
Teens completely detached from the issue 
Lack of personal responsibility drives more flushing out of home 

Experience 
Those who have had problems with blocked drains far more conscious of their behaviour  
Most tried quick fixes – sticks, hangers, plungers, boiling water in the first instance, then called Dyno-rod 

Who are the heaviest flushers?  
C2DE mums:  
Rented housing rely on landlords or the council to resolve any blockages should they arise  
Lower sense of responsibility  
No fear of consequence 

Teenage girls:  
Lack knowledge and experience 
Embarrassed at using san-pro  
Unsure what to do 
Too much hassle to wrap and bin menstural products  
CBA -"dad will sort it out"
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5 Discussion



“We didn’t know there was a problem” 

”It’s easier putting it down the loo” 

”There isn’t a bag to put tampons in” 

”It’s more hygienic to flush” 

”I don’t want to risk my family seeing this in the bin”  

”I don’t know what happens once I flush it”  

”It’s someone else’s problem once it’s round the bend”  

”We don’t have a bin in the toilet”  

”The wipes say they are flushable” 

”I’ve always done it; it’s a habit” 

”It’s more hygienic to flush” 

”Tampons are small so they can go through the pipes”  

”Some of the products say flushable” 

”I don’t believe it’ll cause a blockage” 

”Everyone does it” 

”My mum taught me to put it down the loo”  

”Wipes are just like toilet paper” [2]

Beliefs and Barriers to people flushing vs using a bin: 
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We noticed a high volume of comments regarding tampons – very few people seemed to know or think this could cause a 
problem. Not contributing to plastic pollution seemed to be a highly motivating factor to changing behaviour which we attribute 
to our campaign having used the following Anglian Water Behavioural Change principles: 

Emerging Insights to Flushing Behaviours Through Unflushables 2017 

A known and trusted messenger (City to Sea)  

Grabbing attention, giving facts, focusing on the here and now  

Appealing to the heart as well as the head  

Showing that other like minded people are doing it (and maybe create ways to link people)  

Asking for a small commitment and build (DNF / Switch to Reusables)  

Making it easy to act (Two bins / DNF / Listing Alternative Products)  

Using communications channels that are at the right time in the right place  

Creating momentum and keep target audience in touch with progress 

Adapting to social media trends

Bee Bushell I got a moon-cup 
after watching this video and I 
haven't gone back to tampons.

Helena Howells Jones Definitely made me 
more aware of the products I use and the way 

I dispose of them. I now wouldn't dream of 
flushing anything down the toilet!

Claire Sumners I stopped using 
products ages ago! What I did 
was send your film to convince 
friends of mine to use 
mooncups....it's worked!!

Hazel Morfett Yes definitely, thinking about the 
unsustainability of pads and tampons pushed me 

over the edge for getting a moon cup, and I couldn't 
be happier! (so weird but it's soooo much nicer)

Catherine Jones I'm using a 
mooncup for the first time this 
month and am a convert.

Jane Currie Where was this video 17 years ago Amy 
Leeworthy Sarah Murray Erin Williams Brooke 
Grayson !!!??? Those poor men who had to put their 
hands and faces in 100kgs of tampons!
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What Went Well?  
 
'Plastic-free Periods?’ was by far the most successful of our engagement activities, gaining over 2.4 million views (and still climbing!). We attribute this to many of the above 
mentioned social marketing principles, it was both daring and funny, but also down to the fact it was a targeted audience (menstruators aged 20-40 and parents of menstruators) 
and offered a unique angle on the plastic pollution topic.  

The film discusses the health implications, as the younger generation teachers the older, appealing to both Mothers and Daughters alike. It also described clearly how people can 
save money. Being solutions focused, it leaves the viewer empowered, motivated and keen to share. It gave women who already use reusable menstrual products an exciting tool to 
convince their friends to join them. It did this in a way others organisations would not dare!  

 
What Could Have Gone Better?  
We would have liked to be able to measure the reduction in blockages, or conducted general public polling on awareness of the #3Ps to give us a greater sense of impact other 
than audience reach and reactions.  
 
Also, the lack of an agreed UK Water Industry Specification meant we were unable to run a consumer campaign calling on retailers and/or EDANA to meet those guidelines,. This 
meant we were able to raise awareness but unable to bring about lasting change in terms of labelling or materials used. 

This is something City to Sea is well-positioned to do in the future.  

It would be good to understand why there wasn't as much take up and sharing of the one-minutes briefs by water companies as we would have expected. Is there something we 
could do better?'
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Changing Attitudes and Behaviours to the Water Cycle  

City to Sea is in a unique position, through continuing to leverage the growing interest in plastic pollution, to encourage everyone to value water.  

Plastic pollution give us a way to connect people to the water cycle – through what they flush and through what they wash down the sinks and by 
coming from us (a trusted voice / non-corporate) the message is received in a peer-to-peer way instead of 'water companies telling us what to do'. 

BBC's Blue Planet II (December 2017) has further increased interest in the subject and the door (to behaviour change) is wide open for us to enter 
with suggestions on how our personal actions can make a difference. So ensuring water is returned safely through the network, through pumps and 
back to the treatment works to be treated and returned to the environment – free from disposable wipes or menstrual products or microplastics. 
We can tell the story that as people we are only ‘borrowing’ water from nature and then returning it.  

It’s worth noting and flagging that many ‘flushable’ wipes (or moist toilet tissues as they should be referred to so as to differentiate 
between wet wipes and flushable wipes) specify ‘one wipe per flush’ on the back of pack, in very small letters. This indicates that the 
manufacturers are aware of the problem of blockages and raises the issue of obscene amounts of water wastage if an average of five wipes 
are being used per person, per poo! 
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Encourage people to stop flushing baby wipes 

Continue to land the 3Ps messaging nationally 

Pressure baby wipe manufacturers to list the ingredients of the substrate / weave & have clearer DNF labelling 

Inspire women to switch to reusable menstrual products 

Drive retailer support for removing plastic from menstrual products & add clearer DNF labelling on packs 

Educate people to have 2 bins in their bathroom (recycling and waste) 

[Establish links and work with other influential national stakeholders to raise awareness on the 3Ps messaging eg Leisure providers, NCT, 

AMPHA, WEN, etc etc] 

City to Sea has established itself as a trusted voice on the subject of Unflushables. We’ve reached over four million people though our films alone in 

2017, however we want to do more to drive lasting behaviour change. We believe an ongoing partnership with Water UK & the UK’s Water 

Companies can support us in our goals to: 

6. Recommendations 

There’s a lot more work to be done. Building on our successes, honing our messaging and building on what worked, we’d like to 

continue helping Water UK members to reduce the amount of non-biodegradable waste being incorrectly flushed into the UK’s 

sewer system.
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Reduced number of sewer blockages / waste to landfill  

Polling / surveying Increased sales in reusable menstrual products 

Decline in SRD on beaches  

Views & engagement statistics 

Pledges

Options available to us for measuring lasting impact for future campaign strands:  
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We can offer various options for working with us to ensure we leverage the current interest in plastic pollution and our expertise in 
Unflushables.  

From providing regular, shareable content on social media, to creating and producing films with viral potential to working with 
Influencers, we can ensure the 3Ps / 2-Bin Bathroom messages are embedding in our popular culture and creating new norms when 
it comes to flushing. 



7 Conclusion

Since the launch of our first engagement activity in June 2017 we've reached almost eight million people, with three million of those receiving the #3Ps 
message, via playful, punchy, timely and accessible pieces of digital content. Our most responsive audience has been females aged 30-45.  

Our schools pilot is being rolled out across 22 schools and has reached over 6000 young people. 

The lack of a consumer campaign to drive lasting industry changes has meant that we've had to rely on views/reach to gauge impact and behaviour 
change, however the phenomenal response to some of our outputs proves that the messages were on trend, timely and engaging. 

We struggled at times to 'stay true' to our key messaging as a plastic pollution campaigning organisation through having to meet steering group criteria 
around mentioning home-flooding and sewer blockages. As mentioned in the discussion section, we had to 'tone down' some of the content and add 
messaging and footage we felt restricted the shareability of the final content. This is visible in the results – the films in which we didn't mention plastic 
pollution or in which we focused more heavily on home flooding and sewer blockages resulted in noticeably fewer views. 

Our most impactful output was our 'Plastic-free Periods' film, gaining over 2.7 million views. We attribute this to it being fun and playful; having used 
many social marketing principles; being targeted to a specific audience (menstruators aged 20-40 and parents of menstruators) whilst offering a 
practical, solutions-focused and unique angle on the plastic pollution topic. (See page 34) 

Whilst it seems consumers are engaged with the issue of plastic pollution, an increasing volume of single-use, disposable plastic bathroom products are 
coming onto the market. Further engagement and outreach is needed to help people understand the relationship between their wastewater and their 
local and global environments. We suggest a three-pronged approach to this; through reaching school children we're able to ensure future 
generations have the DNF/3Ps message embedded from a young age and before becoming consumers of menstrual products, through working 
with retailers and manufacturers we're able to insist on clearer labelling and ensure plastics are not used in any potentially flushable / washable 
products and through continually raising awareness amongst key target groups we're able to drip-feed DNF/3Ps messaging and continue to 
nudge behaviour change by showing the trend towards binning over flushing. 

Generating a shift from disposable menstrual products towards reusables has a significant role to play, both in terms of reducing blockages/related 
incidents, overall waste to landfill and in reducing microplastics in the aquatic environment [3]. Prevention at source, by reducing the number of 
microplastics flushed into the oceans, is the “most viable” option, according to the Environmental Audit Committee (EAC)[4]. As a female-led 
campaigning organisation, City to Sea can campaign on issues like this – we have the freedom to be vocal, persuasive and personal.  
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